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About This Game

You are John Dalton, an ex-Marine assigned to patrol the edge of human space as a Marshal for the Terran Colonial Authority.
Unexpectedly, your monotonous life is shattered by a chilling distress signal, plunging you into an adventure beyond belief.

Violent turmoil among the races has erupted on your watch. Thrust into a conflict that will determine the fate of the galaxy, you
are humanity's only hope for salvation. Only you can prevent the Awakening.

Not Your Average Mission - Command a team of marines defending a ravaged base. Infiltrate an enemy stronghold.
Rescue the trapped survivor of an alien raid. With a demanding array of objectives, you have one overriding goal -
survival. Be ready for anything.
Unreal Graphics and Sound - Awe-inspiring graphics immerse you in a swarm of alien worlds full of breathtaking
scenery and brutal action. 3D sound envelops you in hailstorms of bullets, mind-jarring explosions and the eerie chatter
of alien tongues.
From Your Mind to the Game - Use the included Unreal Editor software to create your own levels of Unreal play.
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Design your own game mods and challenge others to enter your personal Unreal Universe.

© 2003, Epic Games, Inc. All rights reserved. Epic, Epic Games, Unreal, and Unreal II are trademarks or registered trademarks
of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States of America and elsewhere.
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great classic part 2. This is a good FPS from it's time period, and is still playable on modern systems.

A lot of reviewers are complaining that you move too slow. I had the same issue. Even the very first level feels unbeatable at
such slow speeds! It was frustrating! Fortunately, this game was created during a certain age in gaming that respected cheats
instead of selling more powerful weapons and ammo or resources as PAID DLC. So here's how you fix the movement speed
problem *spoiler alert: cheat codes ahead*

in the console (press ~ key to open) type "bemymonkey" hit Enter-this enables cheats. Then type in "setspeed 1.5" and hit Enter
again. You may want to set it to 2 or slightly higher if you want a more old-school, traditional dodge bullets instead of use cover
FPS gameplay.

There you go, movespeed fixed and you can enjoy this game that actually has a lengthy campaign across several different
interior and exterior settings/planets, a decent variety of weapons (with alt fire modes), varied enemies, both human and lots of
different aliens, and passable graphics. Story is whatever, but if you want a good single player FPS with lots of different
locations/planets that isn't Destiny's collection of horde modes in bite sited chunks everywhere in the galaxy, this is a good game
to play.

The only cons for me were, no ADS, and it ended - no more sci fi adventure after you beat the game :(. This was another
childhood game of mine when I was 9 I thought it was the coolest looking game ever. I miss the characters and the story, I miss
a lot that they havn't done in a while with games like this. It's special and I hold it dear to myself, I would refer this to anyone
who wants an old time good story it's definitly here.. Pales in comparison to the rest of the franshise.

Large amount of pointless exposition.
Frequent glitches that cause crashes to desktop.
Intriguing outdoor environments, but box you in to small sections of it.
Decent combat, but not memorable.
Game overall feels bland and uninteresting.

Unreal Gold is a much better single-player campiagn.. Even this game was lately released after UT2k4, it is the most waited
sequel to the oldskool fps game UNREAL <3. Not Recommended! If you loved the original Unreal this is not the game for you.
The environments are linear to the point of being boring. The majority of the game you fight other humans intead of aliens (I
found this far less interesting). The gunplay doesn't feel satisfying but the flamethrower flames surprisingly still look good. The
story is boring and muddled, only the immediate ending is remotely interesting but then its over. Having a ship and a crew
should have been cool, but the developers never fully realized it. The main character's voice acting is the worst in the industry,
how he continues to find work I'll never know. If you're looking for an Unreal experience, avoid this game and replay the first!.
could be more bats. best unreal game ever made. One of the last of the old-fashioned 'second generation' of FPSs on PC has
mature gameplay without the complexities of more modern titles. Like many shooters from 2002-04 (such as Doom 3), its
perceived flaws were more a question of originality as we headed toward more complex games like Half-Life 2, something that
console shooters of the day like 'Halo' were never tarnished with. This is all of course, nowadays irrelevant. Imaginatively pretty
graphics, atmospherically slower pacing, and a story with characterisation ahead of its time blesses this game with somewhat
alternative priorities. It's a lot of nostalgic fun, and a great purchase for especially those who aren't extraordinarily familiar with
FPSs.
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its good but not great.. This game is okay. I mean the gunplay isn't anywhere near as good as the first Unreal (UT99), and the
story is cliche-ridden swill, but it's not awful. If it's on sale, and in a pack, it might be worth your time. Though if you buy this
game in a pack with Unreal/UT99, play those more as they're simply amazing games.

There needs to be a button inbetween "yes" and "no" like an open hand shaking with a "meh, maybe.". Good story, good
gameplay, good graphics. One of my greates Sci-Fi story driven space fps games ever. Ahh this game brings back memories..
My character has yet to fall asleep 10/10. This is one of the best games I've played in my life. I can't even describe the emotions
I had during the time when I played this game. I suggest everyone to play this game.
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